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DICK’S: A SEATTLE CLASSIC
TURNS 65 8




less than a month
to clean up its act.
Pg 11.





This past week, Seattle University held trials for four student activistsaccused
of flyer distribution in student dormitories. The Office ofIntegrity Formation
has yet to release their verdict, but regardless of what punishment they decide
upon, this is a continuation of Seattle University’s crack-down on student
activism.We believe these student’s trails are related to the topic ofthe event
rather than our method of distributing flyers because other student groups
have dispersed information in similar ways with little to no kick-back from
the university.
Punishing students for dispersing information to fellow students is a nasty
attempt at political repression. It’s no secret that Seattle University comes
down hard on student dissent, from tighter and tighter restrictions in the
student code ofconduct to Public Safety using intimidation to squeeze
information from students involved in justice movements. Seattle University
prides itself on molding social justice leaders, but creates a culture offear
and political silence by muting our voices and using Integrity Formation as
retaliation.
We believe students should be able to communicate with one another about
student-led justice efforts. We believe the culture of silence and apoliticism is
a huge barrier to our social justice efforts. We believe passivity is a dangerous
thing to breed in the minds of future leaders moving into the decades to come.
We imagine a university where studentshave each other’s backs and have
support for organizing events meant to strengthen community ties.
Students need to hold the administration accountable to itsmission to
“develop responsible leaders committed to the common good.” The university
believes that it can use intimidation to suppress student organizing and
political discussion. It hasn’t worked before and it won’t work now.
— Signed by Jo Bechtold, Dante Meola, Summer Diegel, Miracle Orji,
Randi Fleming, Connor Crinion, Michael Clymer, Erin Alberts, Jesse








Monday at 7 p.m. in the
Campion basement.
If you have any questions before
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SEATTLE GETS SNOWED IN — For the first time
this year, snow came down on Seattle starting the
afternoon ofFeb. 3 and leading into midday on
Feb. 4. Snow isn’t necessarily a rarity in Seattle,
as it’s expected to fall a few times a year, but its
occurrence is nonetheless something Seattle is
often unprepared for. Given the heavy snowfall
that had already made its way into the Puget
Sound, Seattle slowed down significantly. Heavy
traffic had already ensued following the weather,
with many schools and businesses having shut
down amid commute limitations, including
Seattle University. By the morning ofFeb. 4, there
had been 62 cancelled flights, double of which
had found themselves delayed amid the weather
conditions. The few inches of snow are expected
to remain for a couple days as temperature highs
are unlikely to break 30 degrees, and the city
has warned its residents to drive safely among
slick roads.
HALFTIME PERFORMANCE LEAVES FANS
DISAPPOINTED - Late last year, Stephen
Hillenburg, known most notably as the creator of
“SpongeBob SquarePants,” lost his battle against
ALS. Fans rallied together to start a petition
asking the NFL to perform “Sweet Victory” at the
Super Bowl, a song that had played in the show’s
very own parody of the football finale known as
the “Bubble Bowl.” That petition reached well
over a million signatures on Change.org and was
later recognized by both the Mercedes Stadium
and Maroon 5, giving fans hope that their spongy
yellow friend would in fact make his appearance
at the big event. Fans put on their eager faces and
waited optimistically for the SpongeBob cameo,
which did in fact come shortly after the start of
the show. Controversy ensued, however, when
the cameo was abruptly interrupted after just a
few seconds to make room for Travis Scott’s own
performance of “Sicko Mode.” Some fans saw the
move as a money grab by the NFL and a slap in
the face for its wholesome cause.
PRESIDENT TRUMP PUSHES NEW JOBS,
SECURITYIN STATEOFTHEUNION-Inhis second
State of the Union address, President Donald
Trump focused on the issue of immigration and
boasted an increase in jobs, describing the U.S.
as “the hottest economy.” Trump had previously
rescheduled his speech, as the government was
in a partial shutdown. In his speech Trump again
pushed for his wall, saying “I will get it built,” but
he made no mention of the shutdown which left
800,000 federal workers without pay for a month.
Trump additionally criticized special counsel
Robert Mueller’s ongoing investigation of possible
Russian interference in the 2016 presidential
election, as he called for an end to “ridiculous
partisan investigations.” Georgia House Minority
Leader Stacey Abrams gave the Democrat
response to Trump’s address during which she
chastised Trump and the GOP for issues in voting
rights and healthcare, and offereda direct contrast
to Trump’s anti-immigrant narrative, saying
“America is made stronger by the presence of
immigrants, not walls.”
POLAR VORTEX RAVAGES THE MIDWEST -
Illinois Governor J.B. Pritzker warned residents
of a record chill from the incoming polar
vortex that could drive temperatures down to
a numbing negative 55 degrees Fahrenheit on
Jan. 28. This frigid air is a result of the polar
vortex, a large area of low pressure and cold air
typically contained within the North and South
Poles. This containment weakens in the Northern
Hemisphere during the winter, this timereleasing
polar air that caused 160 record temperatures all
across the Midwest and Northeast. Thousands of
videos spread across the web, most notably from
Chicago, showcasing boiling water evaporating
into thin air, railroads being lit on fire to prevent
malfunction, and water evaporating from Lake
Michigan. The phenomenon reaped bad news for
its victims, claiming the lives of at least 21 people
as ofFeb. 1 and injuring thousands more through
temperature-related complications.
US WITHDRAWS FROM COLDWAR-ERA TREATY
- Responsible for ending the Cold War, the
Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty was a
joint agreement between the United States and the
then Soviet Union that forced the two superpowers
to eliminate their stocks of intermediate-range
and medium-range land-based missiles capable
ofcarrying nuclear warheads. President Donald J.
Trump announced on Friday that the U.S. would
be pulling out of the treaty, claiming that Russia
had not been adhering to the treaty. In response,
Russian President Vladimir Putin claimed that
the Kremlin was just “following America’s lead,”
and announced a day later on Saturday that Russia
was developing new intermediate-range weapons.
Russia has been threatening to withdraw from the
treaty for years, and many are concerned the U.S.
move to do just that will exacerbate what isbeing
seen as another Cold War in the works.
GLOBAL SPLIT ON VENEZUELA - For years
a crisis roared on within Venezuela’s borders,
forcing roughly 31 million people to starvation
and pushing millions more to flee in search of
aid from other countries. The current President
Nicolas Maduro has refused aid from other
countries, claiming that Venezuela is fully capable
of supporting itself. Maduro, however, has been
under attack from an increasing number of
countries that have cited his corruption and failing
government as harming his people. Many of these
countries (including the U.S.) have rallied around
Juan Guaido, a 35-year-old National Assembly
leader that has declared himself the rightful
president of Venezuela. Maduro has stripped the
National Assembly of any actual power. However,
they continue to meet and by constitutional rule,
the Assembly’s leader is to takepower as president
should a power vacuum exist—which Guaido
believes to be is the case. It remains to be seen what
effects U.S. sanctions will have on Venezuela, or
which side the United Nations will choose. As of
now, however, Venezuelan citizens remain stuck
between these two sides, fighting for survival.
The editor can be reached at
news@su-spectator.com.
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WHY I’M FIRST: A CELEBRATION OF TRAILBLAZERS
Taylor Mckenzie
Staff Writer
If you have been to the Cherry Street
Market in the past week, chances are
that you have probably seen the new
poster featuring iconic faces such as
Michelle Obama and personal stories
about being the first in their family
to go to college. This poster is one of
the many initiatives that took place
around Seattle University during the
last week ofJanuary to celebrate First
Generation Students Week.
“Higher education wasn’t made
for first-gen students”, Gretchenrae
Campera, the assistant director of
student success & outreach, said. “It
wasn’t made for a lot of people- it
was made for white Christian men,
cis men...the importance of doing
the work now is that the system is
still not made for first-gen students,
so to be able to increase the visibility,
acknowledge that theymatter and that
they are here [is important].”
The inherent difficulties associated
with attending college are often
magnified for first-generation
students. The Postsecondary National
Policy Institute found that only 11
percent offirst-generation students are
able to earn a bachelor’s degree within
six years, compared to 55 percent of
students whose parents have received
a college education.
Throughout the week, the Outreach
Center hosted events to celebrate the
presence of first-generation students
on Seattle U’s campus. These events
included a DIY mug decorating,
a panel lead by first-gen faculty
members, and celebratory posters
throughout the second floor of the
Student Center sharing first-gen
student stories.
“I am personally a first-gen
student,” Samantha Penjaraenwatana,
a graduate student pursuing a
masters in Student Development and
Administration and the Graduate
Coordinator for First Generation
College Students Initiatives. “When
I graduated from the University of
Washington at Bothell, I didn’t have a
first-gen community or a place to call
my own. Coming to Seattle U [I felt]
like this is a place that celebrates this
identity. I think what’s mostimportant
isbringing this visibility that we aren’t
alone, there are other first-gen students




Week and is the organizer of First
Gen Fridays. Every other Friday, first-
generation students can participate in
a community discussion surrounding
topics that uniquely impact first-
generation students. During First-
Generation Students Week, the
discussion topic was “Assumptions
and Stereotypes.” Other themes
are “Finding Our Voice & Sense of
Belonging” and “Moving Forward
With Our Voices.”
In particular, First Gen Fridays
focus on changing the language used
in discussions. Rather than focusing
on the negative differences between
first-generation students and their
peers, positive language is reinforced
through highlighting the successful
characteristics shared amongst first-
generation students.
“Oneofthe goalsofFirst GenFridays
is to change from a deficit language
to ‘we are resilient, resourceful, we
can build community,”’ Campera
said. “I think that all of those things
are very very true. I would say those
about myself and also about the first
gen students here at Seattle U. They
are resourceful, resilient, and can
embrace those positive characteristics
about being the first. They are
trailblazers. community builders,
community organizers.”
One of the events that
Penjaraenwatana advocated for was
the inclusion of the “Failing Forward”
Panel on Jan. 29. A panel discussion
featuring faculty members Margaret
Fielder, Gina Lopardo and more
covered the importance of using
failure to learn.
“What I really wanted was for first-
gen students to see that failure is a
part of our lives and that it is okay to
fail,” Penjaraenwatana said. “I thought
it would be really great to see staff
members who have been in their
positions and are now working at an
institution and what failures they have
[had that] shaped their careers and
their lives and be resilient.”
Another one of the events during
First-Generation Students Week
encouraged students to answer the
question “Why I’m First” on a poster.
This is the only event that returned
FEBRUARY 6,2019
from last year’s inaugural First
Generation Students Week.
Senior Criminal Justice and
Psychology major Jennifer Bautista
said that her first generation identity
is two-fold in its impact on her
academic experience.
“I think first-generation is an
identity that can [make it] hard to
navigate higher education, but it is
also kind of a motivator for me. I see
first-generation as trying to making
my parents proud. Given that they
never went to school, they came
from Mexico to here, I’ve always
kind-of known that I’m going to go
to college even if we didn’t know
how I was going to do that... It can
be difficult sometimes, but I think
with good support and a foundation,
you can definitely navigate through
the obstacles.”
Taylor may be reached at
tmckenzie@su-spectator.com
TARYN OKAMOTO • THE SPECTATOR
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CHALLENGING ANTI-BLACKNESS AT GJC’S COMMUNITY CONVERSATION
Rania Kaur
Staff Writer
This year, to tackle a need for
meaningful educationalconversations,
the Gender Justice Center (GJC)
introduced its Community Convos,
as a way for the Seattle University
community to learn and discuss topics
in a safe space. The first conversation
was on Jan. 16 and centered around
anti-blackness in communities
and how it affects and impacts
non-blackcommunities.
Senior Sociology major Jasmine
Waland is the program coordinator
for the GJC and facilitated the first
conversation. Waland is currently
working on a project investigating
anti-blackness and Islamophobia in
Indian communities. She reflected
that growing up, she was socialized
to disassociate herself from the black
community and said that she observed
a lot ofcolorism growing up.
“This [topic] is just one that I have a
strong desire to unpack within myself,
and I want to help facilitate it for other
non-black folks of color,” Waland said.
Those who came were divided into
multiple discussion groups. One group
consisted ofwhite folks, onewith non-
black people of color, and one with
white-passing people of color. They
were given questions to help them
begin to understand their shared and
individual perceptions of blackness.
With this set up for the black folks that
attended, Waland wanted to give them
a healing space that allows them to
have an opportunity to be away from
the toxic and triggering conversations
that were taking place.
“I think that this would be a space
to unpack the way that we’ve been
socialized and also to imagine a better
world,” Waland said.
Third-year Political Science major
and President of the Queer and Trans
People of Color (QTPOC) Aryon
Shahidzadeh was also present for
the conversations.
“I came to this event in particular
because anti-blackness is an important
topic to talk about in all communities
but especially in POC communities,”
6 NEWS
Shahidzadeh said. “I noticed that it’s
not a conversation we’ve engaged in
too much within QTPOC, and it’s
something that I’d be interested in
engaging in more, and I think coming
to events like this kind of gives the
toolkit to do that.”
The Community Convos are new to
the GJC this year. Fourth-year Public
Affairs Major Anab Nur is President
of the GJC and spoke to how the
conversations reflect a need in the
universitycommunity.
“I think we’re really trying to listen
to the needs of the community, like
Seattle University students,” Nur
said. “Like what they need and what
we need, because we’re also Seattle
University students, and then looking
at the way we can meet the needs of
Seattle University students.”
Second-year International Studies
and Women and Gender Studies
Major Ariana Siddiqui Dennis is
the assistant event coordinator for
the GJC.
“There was a want from a lot of
campus members who were asking
us how they could become involved,
and well, our space has been open
for everyone but it wasn’t formally
announced that you could just come,”
Dennis said “So, we just made it
something easier for people to come
into...We set a topic, so it’s easier for
people to discuss and that way people
on campus that want to get involved,
can come.”
Waland will host a continuation of
the anti-blackness conversation on
Feb. 6. The event is open for anyone
who wants to join in. The GJC will be
choosing different topicsand different
people to host the conversations.
Senior Sociology and Philosophy
Major Evelyn Chow is the outreach
and policy coordinator for the GJC.
They explained how the convos are
in line with what they hope to be the
long-term impact ofGJC.
“I think the importance of the
community conversation, too, is
just what I want our impact on this
campus to be is verymuch so political
education and raising political
consciousness,” Chowsaid. “Especially
how gender justice intersects with
racial justice, with U.S. imperialism,
militarism, internationalism, and I
think that’s one of the goals that we see
as important.”
Rania may be reached at
rkaur@su-spectator.com
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ARABIC-LEARNING STUDENTS EXPLORE LANGUAGE AT HOME AND ABROAD
Logan Gilbert
Volunteer Writer
Arabic is the official language more
than 22 countries in the world, with
over 200 million native speakers. It’s
no surprise that Seattle University
students would want to learn this
language, leading to the creation of
the new Arabic minor at Seattle U.
Seattle U started the program in
2016, meaning that the first students
to take Arabic classes as first-years will
graduate next year.
French and Arabic Lecturer Amina
Moujtahid teaches the Arabic classes
offered by Seattle U and did a large
amount of the work to get it up and
running, designing the curriculum
and creating worksheets. She filled
out all of the paperwork that was
instrumental to getting the minor
program going, as well as the study
abroad trip.
“It was a very long process and it
took me countless hours to get the
booklets and readings, but everything
is beautiful now,” Moujtahid said.
When Arabic was first offered at
the university, there were 12 students
that originally got involved with the
program, and of that first year, eight
decided to pursue an Arabic minor.
Junior International Studies Major
Karina Arroyo is part of the Arabic
minor’s first cohort of students.
“The year that I got admitted to SU,
I got an email in the middle of the
summer asking if I wanted to take
Arabic, so I was like ‘Yeah I want to
take Arabic,’” Arroyo said.
Moujtahid currently teaches two
years of Arabic classes alongside her
upper-level French language classes.
She also teaches independent study
classes and offers calligraphy lessons
to some students.
With the program being so small,
Moujtahid does all of the work for the
program, and she is an important part
of making the minor program what
it is, including the study abroad trip
to Morocco this summer. Because of
this, many of the students feel well
supported by Moujtahid.
“Professor Moujtahid runs the
whole thing. She’s the only professor
in the program,” Arroyo said. “All of
our study materials, everything that
we do, she created.”
Along with the Arabic language
classes, Seattle U will offer a study
abroad program over summer quarter
that will take students to Morocco this
year. The students will live in Rabat
and the .program will take students all
around the country, visiting cultural
heritage sites and learning about the
country that sits at the crossroads of
Arabic, Amazigh, and French culture.
Through the program, students
will hear from a poet and a singer,
travel to a hotel in an oasis run by a
group of Amazigh women, and they
will take classes in Islamic history
and architecture.
“There will be about 40 hours of
in-class studying for the program,
and on the weekends we will go to
the historical sites in Morocco. The
students will be with host families for
the trip so they will live speaking the
Seattle ®nibersit}>
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French Professor Victor Reinking
worked with the study abroad
program and helped to make the
Morocco trip this summer possible.
Reinking has taken students to
Morocco for several years as part of
the French department’s yearly study
abroad program. He said he believes
it to be important for students to learn
the language that they are studying in
a countrywhere it is spoken.
“You can never really internalize
the language until it becomes a
human reality,” Reinking said. “You
are speaking to the people in their
own language, and there is a magic
moment where you are not speaking
with your teacher or your classmates.”
Many students, however, feel
unsupported by the Seattle U
administration. Because of the size
of the program, the school does not
give it as much funding as some of the
larger programs.
“There’s no funding for tutoring. It’s
been a real uphill battle,” Arroyo said.
FEBRUARY 6,2019
“One ofmy friends was a tutor and she
got cut.”
Because of the lack of tutors and
small size of the program, finding
ways to learn the language and study
can be really difficult, especially in
a country that has a small Arabic-
speaking population when compared
to languages like Spanish and French.
“It can be hard to find resources
outside of class,” Junior International
Studies Major and Arabic Minor
Colleen Cronnelly said. “I’m hoping
as the years go on they won’t have
that issue.”
The editor may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
TARYN OKAMOTO • THE SPECTATOR
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SEATTLE CELEBRATES DICK’S DRIVE-IN WITH 19 CENT PATTIES
Ashley Nelson
VolunteerWriter
Dick’s Drive-In celebrated their 65th
anniversary Jan. 29 with 19 cent
cheeseburgers for all. They matched
their prices to the original prices
from 1954.
The 19-cent burgers were only
one per person, but customers were
still able to go to the establishment
multiple times per day. I went out to
a spectacular meal for both breakfast
and dinner and spent less than half
a dollar.
My lunch time Dick’s run was at 2
p.m. I thought this would be an ideal
time because it islate for lunch, but far
too early for dinner, so there probably
wouldn’t be too many people. I soon
found out no matter what time I
arrived, the lines would be long.
I waited for about 25 minutes, but
though this may seem like a long
JAVIER PLASCENCIA • THE SPECTATOR
Loyal Dick’s Drive-In’s customers waiting in line for 19 cent burgers outside the
Capitol Hill location on their 65th anniversary on Tuesday, January 29th.
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time to wait, it was a great experience.
Standing in the core of Broadway
surrounded by interesting people,
street performers serenaded me as I
waited, so the time passed with ease.
As I moved closer and closer to the
frontof the line, my excitement began
to build. All of my hard work and
waiting would all be worth it soon. I
reached the front of the line, and had
the pleasure of paying in coins. Pick
your method, two dimes, just a quarter,
or be really prepared and bring a dime,
a nickel, and four pennies. Each form
ofpaying is extremely satisfying.
I was then handed a 19 cent treasure
wrapped in gold. The burger itselfwas
fine—I mean, slightly better than a
McDonalds quarter pounder—but
hey, it was all about the experience.
“Never having eaten at Dick’s before,
I thought it would be a good idea to
finally try it on their anniversary”
first-year Max Slade said. “While the
lines were long, it was definitely the
best 19 cents I’ve ever spent.”
After forgetting to bring my
calculator to my math exam, I decided
I needed a pick me up and headed
back to Dick’s for dinner. This time
however, I brought a whole gang of
hungry, broke college students. It
took some convincing to get them
to accompany me through the cold
Seattle winter night, but it was also
prettyhard to refuse a 19-cent burger.
As we approached Dick’s and saw
the amount of people surrounding the
tiny littleburger joint, I soon realized
the odds ofmaking my friends happy
were not in my favor. As we waited in
line, we chatted and had a great time.
We were standing in the cold for about
30 minutes, but we made the best ofit
and ended up having a great time.
“Even though it was freezing, it
was a ton of fun,” first year Computer
Science major, Annie Morrison said.
JAVIER PLASCENCIA • THE SPECTATOR
Dick’s Drive-In offering 19 cent burgers & cheeseburgers during their 65th
anniversary on Tuesday, January 29th.
“It was really cool to hang out with
my friends while in the long lines, and
the burgers were pretty good for being
19 cents.”
As afirst year-college student, I don’t
have the money to go out to eat often.
This was a great change for me to get
off campus, eat some good food and
hang out with my best buds all for the
low price of 19 cents—and celebrate
Dick’s anniversary, of course.
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
SCHULTZ: FORMER STARBUCKS EXECUTIVE TO EXECUTIVE BRANCH?
JackDerby
Volunteer Writer
Protestors gathered outside the
Moore Theatre in downtown Seattle
on Jan. 31, as former Starbucks CEO
Howard Schultz prepared to take the
stage inside. Schultz is currently on
a cross-country tour to promote his
new book, “From the Ground Up,” but
the focus of the protests and the event
inside revolved around a far more
controversial matter: his potential
2020 presidential run.
During his book tour, Schultz
has been met with backlash from
a number of protestors during
his stops in New York, Phoenix,
and most recently, Seattle. Their
concerns range from his ability to
pull votes from the candidates of the
two major parties, to his absence of
political experience.
“We don’t want another billionaire
with no experience,” Protester Tyna
Ek said outside the Moore Theatre,
referencing current President
Donald Trump.
Ek’s sign read, “Choose a side,
Howard,” expressing the belief of
many that Schultz should take the
conventional route of entering into
one ofthe two major party’s primaries,
rather than risk skewing the vote as a
third-party candidate.
The protestors were later asked to
leave the area by police, while inside,
Schultz was preparing to face the
people of Seattle, with whom he has
had a complicated relationship in
the past.
The city of Seattle and Schultz have
had a prosperous history together,
but when Schultz sold his share of the
Seattle Supersonics to an out-of-town
buyer, leading to the team’s move to
Oklahoma City, many in Seattle were
less than pleased with his decision.
“It was a mistake that I made, and
I apologize,” Schultz said. “When
you have power and responsibility,
like I did with the Sonics, you must
demonstrate strength.”
Schultz hopes to wield a much
greater responsibility as a presidential
candidate, while avoiding similar
J.P. HILL • THE SPECTATOR
Protestors and supporters alike gather in the Moore Theaterwaitingfor Howard Schultz’s talking event.
mistakes that caused many Seattleites
to lose their faith in him.
As far as his political platform is
concerned, Schultz expressed his
disdainfor theRepublican Partyunder
current leader Donald Trump, as well
as his skepticism of the progressivism
ofthe left.
“The Democratic Party, as it stands
today, is espousing very progressive
policies that I think are unrealistic,”
he said.
Aside from using republican and
democratic policies as a basis for why
he wants to run as an independent,
Schultz stayed rather broad with his
political messages and did not focus
on enough specific policies to develop
a platform that will excite manyvoters.
Political Science Instructorat Seattle
University Patrick Schoettmer said
that the majority of successful third-
party candidates in the past either
had an extensive political background
or had a couple of specific policies
on their agendas that they could get
voters behind.
Schoettmer believes that Schultz’
broad, centristplatform will not garner
him many votes in a presidential
election. “I think he’ll be a total non-
factor,” he said.
Despite the opposition that he has
been receiving in the early stages of
his presidential speculation, Schultz
seems determined to shake up a
system that he claims does not work.
“Why should we accept a broken
system?” he asked the audience. “Is
there anyone in here that thinks
our system, our political two-party
system, is working for us?”
Schultz clearly believes that the
two-party system does not adequately
represent all the intricacies of the
American people, and by running
as an independent, he hopes to
garner the votes of those who believe
the same.
However, ifSeattle is any indication,
he will likely be met by constant
opposition along his path. In the
home city of the company that made
his millions, his appearance felt less
like a homecoming and more like an
intervention. Protestors and crowd
members tried to persuade Schultz
to choose a party or forgo a run
altogether out of fears that he might
divide the base of the Democratic
FEBRUARY 6.2019
party leading to a reelection of the
incumbent president.
To quell the concerns of those
who are worried about a second
term for Trump, Schultz said that he
would not continue his campaign if
he felt that it might lead to Trump
getting re-elected.
From his oppositionto leftistpolicies
and his concern about the national
debt, to his desire to return America
to a period of strength and leadership
that he believes no longer exists,
Schultz explained his motivations
behind his early ambitions for the
presidency, but it remains to be seen
ifhe can motivate others to getbehind
him. With hecklers in the crowd and
sparse applause for some of his ideas,
Schultz’s path to the presidency seems
to be off to a rocky start.
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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an ultimatum: it has less
than 30 days to properly
separate recycled material, or all
of its recycling will be sent to the
landfill, bringing financial costs and
environmental consequences.
Recology, the organization that
processes the university’s trash,
audited Seattle Usrecycling on Jan. 24
and found that more than 10 percent
of it was contaminated. Recology has
given Seattle U 30 days to clean up
recycling on campus, or the university
will have to pay $190 per ton to send
it to the Columbia Ridge landfill in
Oregon, as opposed to the $70 per
ton cost to have it processed into
new, recyclable material. This change
would mean that none of Seattle Us
garbage would actually be recycled—-
even if it were originally placed into a
recycling bin—and would instead be
automatically sent to the landfill.
For reference, in 2018 Seattle U sent
554 tons of garbage to the landfill,
and 376 tons of recycling to recycling
plants. If recycling must be sent to
the landfill as well, Seattle U will see
a $45,120 increase in waste costs.
The increase is nearly equivalent to
one year of undergraduate tuition at
Seattle U, which costs $45,765 per year
for the 2019-2020 school year.
This is a result of garbage and
recyclable materials being disposed
improperly. Recycling bins are
contaminated when garbage is
placed in them, or when recyclable
materials that still have liquid or food
particles inside of them are disposed
of improperly, which eventually leaks
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TO CLEAN UP ITS RECYCLING
onto the other recycled items. The six
main contaminants found in Seattle
U’s recycling were styrofoam, plastic
film/bags, food waste, liquids, textiles,
and electronic waste.
Manager of Resource and
Conservation and Facilities
Operations Richard Moyer said that
it is one thing to stick something in
a recycling bin and another for it to
actually go to the recycling center and
turn into another product.
“The recycling industry is having
an incredibly hard time getting stuff
that you actually put into a blue bin to
actually be recycled,” Moyer said. “It’s
come to the point now where ifthe bin
of recycling that we send to Recology
is not clean enough, they will send
the entire load to the landfill, so that’s
really the problem that we face.”
Moyer said Recology has previously
audited the Student Center two to
three other times, and each time
the results have been more than
10 percent contaminated. Many of
the items that are found in these




IF WE CAN’T RECYCLE.”
waxy cardboard, food waste, liquid
saturation, and latex gloves.
Recycling Coordinator and
Compost Technician at Seattle
U Nathan Wolk said that the
Recology audit found that Seattle
U’s contamination problem is
campus-wide.
“Anywhere from the residence halls,
the various other buildings across
campus, and the outside locations,”
Wolk said. “All the materials going in
there are essentially so contaminated,
meaning that they are either not clean,
not empty, or they’re not dry’’
Wolk said that when recycling is
compacted, the entire batch is mixed
together. So when there is too much
contamination, it must all be treated
as trash, which goes directly to the
landfill. Seattle U’s landfill stream
is shipped out of the city six days
a week by train.
While the impact of this landfill
stream falls outside of Washington,
recent changes in international
garbage politics have brought the




China recently closed its borders to
trash intake from various countries,
including the United States. China
was known to be the world’s recycling
waste bin, as they would pay countries
for their trash. The United States alone
would ship over 4,000bins ofrecycling
per day, earning China billions of
dollars in profit.
As China received these waste
materials, they would burn their
trash to make way for new shipments,
contributing to China’s high
greenhouse gas emissions rate. China
is currently the highest emitter of
greenhouse gases and is not set to
peak their emissions until 2050 before
trying to make sustainable changes to
lower this number, according to their
voluntary compromise in the Paris
Climate Agreement.
Since China has stopped all
further trash imports from entering
their country, the Seattle area must
now find alternative routes, such as
shipping garbage to Eugene, Oregon
to be dumped in their landfill. As
these recyclable items enter into the
landfill, it takes hundreds of years for
these items tobreak down before they
are turned into toxic materials that
harm the land and also leak into the
groundwater supply, contaminating it.
Wolk said that the best way to
ensure clean recycling is to focus
on ensuring the main types of
recyclable materials make it into the
recycling bin: cardboard, glass, metal,
paper, and plastic.
Recycling Assistant and President
of Green Team Jessie Dirks said that
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it’s better to be safe than sorry when it
comes to recycling.
“Were literally throwing away
money if we can’t recycle,” Dirks
said. “If you really don’t know if
something is recyclable or not, just
throw it in the trash because it’s
better to throw it in the trash than
contaminate the recycling.”
To educate the Seattle U community
on proper waste procedures, the
Center for Environmental Justice
and Sustainability is hosting
Recyclemania, the country’s biggest
recycling competition between
various universities from the North
America. Recyclemania measures
how much waste universitiesnormally
send to landfills that can actually be
turned into recycling or composted.
The main goal of Recyclemania is
for universities to reduce their waste
diversion from their waste streams
and also to bring awareness to the
importance of recycling on campuses.
“It’s super important in creating
awareness of issues surrounding
waste, waste is kind of at the end
of the stream, and so it’s often
overlooked, but there’s still a lot of
benefit to lowering your impact and
your consumption for the community
and in Seattle specifically,” Viviana
Padilla, recycling assistant and senior
environmental studies major said.
“It’s a way to do your part and even
spreading awareness and educating
people on how that can be done and
is something that I am trying to do as
the recycling assistant.”
There are many events that are
happening during the eight-week
long Recyclemania competition. On
Feb. 12, Garbology IV—Raiders of
the Lost Recycling will be held in
the quad in front of the Lemieux
Library from 10 a.m.-3 p.m. There
will be a community recycling day
held at Bellarmine turnaround from
7 a.m.-l p.m. where students can
bring their hard-to-recycle items such
as Styrofoam and electronics.
For those who are familiar with
Seattle U’s previous Recyclemania
participation, the current state of
campus garbage disposal is even
more shocking. During the 2018
competition, Seattle U ranged from
the top four to the top six nationally
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One of Seattle U's contaminated recyling loads, deemed “unacceptable” by Recology King County.
when it came to their waste diversion.
Seattle U had their lowest rate of
waste diversion at 71.6 percent,
which earned the university a fifth
place overall in the competition
during week one.
It was during week two last year
when Seattle U earned their highest
diversion rate along with their highest
ranking in the competition at fourth
place nationally where they held
onto that fourth-place spot for three
weeks. Seattle U raked up a 78.5
percent diversion rate in week two,
making it their highest diversion rate
of the competition.
Seattle U finished the 2018
competition inweek eight in sixthplace
with a diversion rate of 74.8 percent
as Seattle U beat out top universities
such as Harvard University (56th
place), Stanford University (55th
place), and University of Washington
(17th place).
Wolk said that one important aim
of this year’s Recyclemania event is
to remind the community of correct
garbage sorting procedures.
“It’s really about letting people know
what we’re doing here on campus to
make sure that all of our materials are
going where they need to go,” Wolk
said. “That’s something that we are
having an issue with on campus, is
contamination. We’re really working
on focusing on bringing down our
contamination levels and increasing
our diversion rate.”
PHOTO COURTESY OF RECOLOGY KING COUNTY
Several non-recyclable contaminants, includingfood scraps and styrofoam, were
found in Seattle U’s recycling.
These events encourage
participation and volunteering in
the waste process, due to the rising
recycling contamination issue that
Seattle U faces. This contamination
issue will not only push Seattle U
further down in the rankings, but also
will impact the events that are taking
place on campus for Recyclemania.
Dirks emphasized the
environmental and economic
impacts on Seattle U’s impending
recycling dilemma.
“We have about 20 days to clean up
our act or we won’t be able to recycle
anymore, which is crazy because we
have been devoting 60 to 70 percent of
our waste into recycling or compost.
That will exponentially hike up our
trash bill, whichimpacts thecost ofour
garbage, and therefore impacts what
Seattle U can provide to students.”
Anna and Caylah may be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
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“YOU WILL BE FOUND” CRYING AT DEAR EVAN HANSEN
Frances Divinagracia
Managing Editor
Last week, the touring company
of “Dear Evan Hansen” made its
week-long stop in Seattle for their
national tour, and I got the amazing
chance to catch a show at the
Paramount Theatre.
I have been a big fan of Broadway
musicals for a long time, but have
never seen one live before. Most ofmy
enthusiasm stems from listening to
original cast recordings ofmusicals—-
such as “Spring Awakening,”
“Hamilton,” and “Rent”—on YouTube
or Spotify and following the storylines
solely through the musical numbers.
I tried to win the Hamilton lottery
in New York a few years ago, but
unfortunately did not win tickets.
Regardless, good things come to
those who wait, and when I found out
my friend was able to snag two tickets
for the Seattle leg of the tour this year,
I lye in wait for the night I would
finally get a chance to see a musical as
wonderful as “DearEvan Hansen.”
“Dear Evan Hansen” is the Tony
award-winning Broadway musical
about a socially awkward 17-year-
old named Evan Hansen who finds
himself tangled up in a lie after an
outcast classmate, Connor Murphy,
commits suicide. Evan pretends to
have been best friends with Connor in
an effort to bring comfort and closure
to the Murphy family during this time
of grief. He eventually finds himself
spiraling too far into the deceit when
he creates an online campaign with his
friends to honor Connors memory,
garnering attention from thousands
of people around the country.
The musical touches on the topics
of mental illness, suicidal thoughts,
family struggles, and the power of
social media.
The first time I listened to the cast
recording, I immediately fell in love
with Evans character. Originally
played by actor Ben Platt, Evan is
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a profound character that most
people felt they could relate to, with
his cheeky one-liners and adorable
awkwardness. I also fell in love with
the conversations the musical sparked
surrounding mental health, especially
in teenagers, and the false validity
social media can bring when trying to
garnerattention for a topic as sensitive
as suicide.
I arrived at The Paramount filled
with the same excitement as a kid
going to Disneyland for the first time.
Our seats were towards the back of
the floor, but I still got a great view of
the stage, with a setup ofbanners with
projections of Facebook, Instagram,
and Twitter feeds constantly being
updated, and Evans bedroom setup in
the center.
As soon as I heard the first notes of
the opening number, “Anybody Have
a Map?” I was already jumping out
of my seat and singing along. I was
especially animated singing along
to my favorite numbers: “Waving
Through A Window,” “Sincerely, Me,”
and “Requiem.”
I find the most emotionally-driven
parts of this musical lie with its
depiction of the differences between
the Hansen and Murphy families,
and how both Evan and Connor
struggle to feel loved and seen in
their own homes. Evan’s mother is a
single parent working a full-time job
as a nurse and attends night classes.
She is always trying to push Evan
into putting himself out there, but
never fully understands how he feels.
Connor is completely disconnected
from his entire family, painted as a
monster by his sister and father, and
wants nothing to do with them.
As Evan goes further in his attempt
to convince the Murphys that he was
best friends with Connor, he finds
solace in a more whole concept of
family, as they make him dinner and
allow him to stay over most nights,
and falls in lovewith Connor’syounger
sister, Zoe.
Once the truth explodes in Evan’s
face, he admits to his mother that
he tried to commit suicide earlier
that year, because he had always felt
so alone after his father left them.
Despite the conflicts they had with
each other earlier in the story, Evan
and his mother share a beautiful and
vulnerable moment on stage at the
end as they reconcile with each other,
and promise to really be there for each
other fromnow on. By this part of the
show, everyone in the audience was
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The view of the Paramount Theater before the Dear Evan Hansen Play.
sniffling, and I was absolutelybawling.
“Dear Evan Hansen” was both
heart-breaking and heart-warming,
with a comical script and fun musical
numbers, and asmyfirst live Broadway
show experience, an experience I will
never forget.
Frances may be reached at
fdivinagracia@su-spectator.com
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ATYPICAL SEASON TWO PORTRAYS A REALISTIC LEAD ON
Michelle Newblom
Editor-in-Chief
“Atypical” made its Netflix debut
back in August of 2017, and though
the first season was riddled with
errors when it came to depicting a
high school boy with autism as the
lead character, season two vastly
improved the narrative surrounding
individuals on the spectrum.
We meet Sam Gardner at the end
of his high school career and are
introduced to his family, consisting
of his younger sister, mother, and
father. Sam’s family parallels my own
in many ways, and for that reason I
was immediately drawn to the show.
Coming from a family of four as
well, my younger brother is also on
the spectrum, and similar to Sam,
he is on the high-functioning end.
While Sam’s autism expresses itself
in different ways than my brother’s,
autism does vary from person to
person (something some critics don’t
fully realize), and the main character’s
own expressions were realistic and
believable. One of Sam’s defining
characteristics is his obsession with
Antarctica and penguins—my own
brother is fixated on birds and bugs
in a strikingly similar manner.
I also saw myself in the show’s
daughter character, Sam’s younger
PHOTO COURTESY OF NETFLIX
sister, Casey Gardner. The sibling
relationship in this show is presented
well and highlights many of the
challenges of growing up with an
autistic sibling. Their parents, Elsa and
Doug, are more preoccupied with Sam
and consequently fail to appreciate
some of Casey’s achievements—they
miss her record-breaking race when
they have to handle an issue with Sam.
At the same time, Casey battles these
looming feelings of neglect, as she
teases and taunts her brother at home
but is the first to jump to his side if
anyone bullies him at school. She
really is Sam’s biggest protector and
does not hesitate to make that known.
Season two took a big step forward
portrayingthe familial relationships in
the show. While the first season made
it seem like everyone’s problems were
dueto Sam,andthathe was thisnegative
aspect tearing the family apart, season
two sought to dispel that narrative
and executed it in a refreshing light.
The mainproblems in the sophomore
season are Elsa’s cheating scandal and
Casey’s damaging development at a
new school. While it took away from
Sam as the focal point ofthe show, this
was not abad thing, instead portraying
a more realistic perspective.
The relationship between the family
members also expands in the sense
that therelationships are defined more
than just between Sam and others.
We see Casey and Elsa’s relationship
fall apart while her connection with
her dad strengthens. Elsa and Doug
also take up center stage as they
navigate their broken marriage. The
show pushes its boundaries, not
relying solely on how its characters
interact with its lead individual.
However, some clumsy moments
did not fully dissipate in season two.
There are still awkwardly-placed
lessons on symptoms of autism that
are interwoven in monologues that do
not always seem vital. At times, some
of Sam’s behavior and outbursts seem
forced,but then again, I do not wantto
limit my perception of autism to just
my own experiences with my brother.
I did appreciate the addition of
Sam’s Peer Group—all of the actors
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and actresses are on the autism
spectrum, bringing authenticity to
their portrayals. This new feature
opened up the door to express
individuals with autism in the media
in a new light: not just as white,
intellectually gifted, straight males.
One member has dreams of being
a dentist, while another has a love
for ambulances. They tackle real-life
problems such as going to college and
handling finances, something I haven’t
really seen another show take on. It’s
also another expansion from the first
season, where the theme revolved
around Sam navigating the murky
waters of dating and relationships.
When Sam does approach the
topic of finances with his mother—-
whose overprotectiveness is a bit
exaggerated —she finally agrees to
let him control his own money. One
of the first things he does is spend
a couple hundred bucks to adopt
his own penguin at the aquarium,
something I couldn’t help but smile at.
Overall, I really enjoyed the show
“Atypical,” mostly because I can see
so much of it in my own life. While
my brother is not ready to have a job
or ride the bus alone as Sam does,
he is growing and maturing. I can
only hope that the forces in his life
treat him as positively as some of
the forces in Sam’s. And while Sam
is still sometimes the victim of cruel
bullying, he always has his sister
and his best friend to protect him.
One of Sam’s favorite things about
Antarctica is that “It’s not what it looks
like.” This might be one of my favorite
takeaways from the show, because
Sam—and my brother as well—are
unique inthe sense that they don’t take
things for surface value: something
everyone else should try to do as well.
Michelle may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
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END OF A SAGA: HOW TO TRAIN YOUR DRAGON 3 SOARS
NicholasLoduca
Volunteer Writer
“How to Train Your Dragon: The
Hidden World” is the end of the
animated Dreamworks trilogy
that began nine years ago. A few
years after the events of the second
installment, Hiccup, voiced by
Jay Baruchel, has been rescuing
dragons along with his ever-present
dragon, the Night Fury Toothless.
Their dragon training has been so
successful that their home island of
Berk has become almost overcrowded
16
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with dragons, making them a target
for the dragon hunter and Night Fury
killer Grimel (F. Murray Abraham).
Wanting to save Toothlessand all the
other dragons, Hiccup comes up the
plan to find the “Hidden World” where
it’s said that a whole host of dragons
live in order for the people of Berk and
their dragons to be safe from Grimel.
On their travels, they run into
a female Night Fury, dubbed
“Light Fury” by Hiccups girlfriend
Astrid, voiced by America Ferrera,
who immediately captures the
attention of Toothless as he becomes
PHOTO COURTESY OF POPCORNSINGAPORE
smitten with her. All the while,
Grimel pursues them relentlessly.
Some believe that animated movie
sequels are not the same quality as
the original. Thankfully, that is not
the case here. Director Dean DeBlois
does an excellent job of adding new
material to keep this installment fresh
while carefully retreading manyof old
themes so many viewers would fall in
love with in the first two installments.
DeBlois also uses more mature
themes, like navigating adulthood,
in his finale of the trilogy for the
older viewers and parents as well.
With every installment, the
animation has just gotten better
and better. The flying sequences
are truly breathtaking and do a
tremendous job of almost making
you fly yourself. The scenery isalmost
photo realistic at times too. The entire
graphics and animation department
deserve a huge round of applause.
The score as well is fantastic. Like
DeBlois, composer John Powell does
a phenomenal job of blending new
tracks of the score with old themes
manywill be familiarwith.Muchofthe
voice cast from the previous two films
return and still are perfect in theirroles.
This isn’t all just visual splendor
though. The plot is near, if not on, the
same level as the visuals. This story
is very much a story of Hiccup and
Toothless, as it should be, given that
this is the final installment and those
are the two characters who have driven
to the trilogy. It can, at times, push
some of the other characters into the
background. However, I would much
rather havethatthentake runtime away
from where the strongest relationship
of all three films lie. Toothless is
as adorable as ever and makes me
wish I had my own dragon as a pet.
His interactions with Hiccup are a
joy to watch and the added aspect of
the Light Fury develop him further.
Hiccup trying to play wingman for
his dragon while he attempts some
sort of mating dance for the Light
Fury was such a highlight. As I said,
though, it’s not all about Toothless.
Hiccup’s story completes his journey
as character in such a satisfying way.
Taking over as the chief from his late
father Stoick (Gerard Butler), Hiccup
faces many challenges as the one his
people look to. Like anyone, he faces
many doubts about the decisions he
makes in order to keep his people
safe. And when he doubts himself,
those around him, like his mother
Valka (Cate Blanchett) and Astrid,
are there to catch him when he falls.
Being a kids animated film, there
certainly are jokes. More often
than not, the jokes do land, mostly
from Hiccup’s group, but there
were a few that I’m sure didn’t hit
me as the writers would have liked.
More importantly though, does the
ending stick the landing? This is even
more important considering it’s the
finale of a beloved trilogy, and what
I was most worried about. Again, I’m
glad to say I think it does. Packing
copious amounts of emotion, the
trilogy closes out with a resounding
roar, giving everyone involved a
completeness in the end of their overall
arc. When this comes out worldwide
on Feb. 22,1 can imagine many—not
just kids—dragging their parents,
flocking to the theatre. As sad as I was
that “How to Train Your Dragon” has
ended its run, I couldn’t have felt more
satisfied and happy that a series I grew
up with gave me one last feeling of
joy. Amd I still want my pet dragon.
The editor may be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
TWO FACED KILLER: EXAMINING NETFLIX’S TED BUNDY DOCUMENTARY
Michaela Moore
Staff Writer
Charming, smart, charismatic, evil,
apathetic, and cruel. These are all
contradicting words that can be used
to describe infamous serial killer of
the 70s—Ted Bundy. Bundy went
undetected foryears,butwhy and how
could someone get away with such
heinous crimes? Reporter Stephen
Michaud was writing a book about
serial killers and had the opportunity
to interview Bundy with a tape
recorder, posing as an investigator
for Bundy’s appeal case. The new
Netflix series, “Conversations with
a Killer: The Ted Bundy Tapes,” uses
these interviews to tell the story in a
new way while reviving an interest
in one of the most fascinating serial
killer cases in American history.
The first episode starts the series off
slowly and gives a lot of background
information. I was not hooked until
they started to discuss Bundy’s
personal life. I simply thought, “Well
how can anybody ever say this guy is
a charming, charismatic person? He
murdered tons ofwomen! He is vile!”
The tapes made me see exactly why
people say what they say about him.
PHOTO COURTESY OF IMDB
The docu-series highlights
Bundy’s charm and wit.
Bundy was considered an attractive
man, which madehimmore appealing
and seemingly safe to women. This is
where the series really began to terrify
me: the fact nobody believed it could
be Bundy because he didn’t “seem”
like the type to commit these crimes.
There is even a recorded interview by
Elizabeth Kloepfer, Bundy’s girlfriend
at the time, with King County
police about her concern of how her
boyfriend could be the killer they were
looking for, but Bundy did not fit the
stereotypical profile of a serial killer.
The interview with his girlfriend
at the time just blew me away. She
called the police voicing a concern
about Bundy, when the police were
literally searching for an evil character
named Ted, but they just kind of
brushed it off. Bundy later discusses
what a big systematic flaw that is
by the police, and how that only
encouraged him more than anything.
In one of the tapes, Bundy explains
how he escaped jail the first time. He
trained, in his jail cell, to jump out
of a two-story window by jumping
off his top bunk every night. He said
being cooped up in a jail cell upset
him and he claims the jail did not
give him enough time outside, further
using his master manipulation skills
to make people sympathize for a killer.
After Bundy was found guilty for
multiple crimes, the judge tells Bundy
that he sincerely wished him luck on
death row and wished he had gone
down the right path so he could have
practiced law in front of the judge,
because he was so impressed with
him. I hated hearing that. This man
was just found guilty for murder,
rape, and everycrime in between, and
the judge tells him that he is smart
and witty. Even crowds of adoringw
women would show up to his trial,
despite him being on trial for the
murder of women. He was fascinating
and interesting to listen to and watch,
as much as I hate to admit that.
Michaud begins recording their
conversation on death row, and
Bundy at first does not budge, until
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Michaud says he is smart and should
describe what a serial killer would
do. Bundy describes in the third
person what he thinks a serial killer
would do, which eventually leads to
him talking about his own crimes.
What I really enjoyed about this
series was the use of Bundy’s actual
voice. I foundmyselfwaitingto see the
next picture or video and waiting to
hear his haunting, yet intriguingvoice.
What was not so enjoyable was that
waiting. There was much more talking
from detectives who worked on the
case, which ofcourse is interesting and
important, but I expected more from
Bundy’s interviews (considering there
is more than 100 hours ofinterviews).
It is still a very good and informative
watch regarding Bundy’s crime
spree, especially for my generation
because we did not live through it.
That is what kept me so interested
was the real, authentic footage.
To hear Bundy’s actual voice
describe these crimes is truly
frightening. He got away with these
crimes not because ofhis intelligence,
but because of his privilege. He was
an attractive, educated, white man.
A serial killer does not have to be
the antisocial, lonely, undesirable
person most people think of. The
series ends with Bundy warning that
killers live among us. They work with
us. They go to school with us. No
words have haunted me more than
hearing the most despicable man
say these words, knowing exactly
that he knew while he was doing
all those things, nobody flinched.
The editormay be reached at
arts@su-spectator.com
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Stephen Crocker, first-year student, and Ben Monk, graduate student, stand on the starting line of their event.
Kailan Claiborne settles into his starting blocks before his race.
JuniorLisa Cooney hands off to Sophmore Elle Stein in the women's DMR, which
Seattle University still holds the WAC indoor title for.
SPORTS
Ellie Postma, afirst-year, races at University of
Washington's track meet last week. PHOTO ESSAY BY JAMIE HEGG
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TIME-OUT SESSION: COURTNEY MURPHY
Caylah Lunning
StaffWriter
The Seattle University’s Womens
Basketball team came out with more
than their first win of the season
against Chicago State University.
First-year guard Courtney Murphy
set the Seattle U single-game Division
I record for the most points, scoring
33 points in the Redhawk victory.
The six-foot guard from Sunrise
Coast, Australia is came to Seattle
U with an impressive high school
basketball resume. Murphy earned
most valuable player honors her last
two seasons for her club basketball
team, Sunshine Coast Phoenix.
She also helped her team win the
Adidas Gauntlet tournament, which
was held in Dallas, Texas, adding a
second-place tournament finish at the
national grand final held in Canberra,
Australia to her resume.
Murphy was also a stand-out
athlete at Mountain Creek High, as
she was awarded Sportswoman of
the year in 2017 after having an eye-
catching season in both basketball and
Australian football.
Murphy, a humanities for teaching
major, has appeared in eight games
in the 2018-2019 season, starting in
seven of those matches. She has seen
her role on the team increase over the
course of the season.
CL: How did you feel when you
broke the Seattle University Division
I single-game record with 33 points?
CM: At first, I didn’t know that I broke
the record. I was like, ‘what’s going
on?’ Everyone was happy, but once I
found out, I was really happy. It was a
good team game and I’m glad I could
pull it off with a win.
CL: How long have you been
playing basketball?
CM: I’ve been playing basketball since
I was five years old. I’m from Australia,
so that’s where I startedplaying
CL: Have you played any other sports
besides basketball?
CM: I played Australian football rules,
so AFL. I’ve played tennis when I was
younger and a bunch of everything.
CL: What’s your favorite thing to do
besides basketball?
CM: I like adventuring and visiting
new places, eating new food.
CL: Have you been to any other places
inside Washington State?
CM: I’ve been to Leavenworth, I’ve
been to Lake Chelan; it was snowing
and that’s where I saw snow for the
first time. But yeah, I justlike traveling
around.
CL: What made you choose Seattle U
over other schools?
CM: When I came here on my visit,
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Courtney Murphy took a minute out ofher busy schedule and time studying to take a picture with us.
well and connected. The coaches were
really nice, I like their style ofplay and
the team was really cool. I love the
school. It’s so small and feels homey.
CL: What is your favorite thing about
Seattle U?
CM: The people! Everybody is just
so nice, and I can make friends
with everyone.
CL: Do you have any fun team
memories to share so far throughout
your time at Seattle U?
CM: We went to Rattlesnake Lake in
the summer with the team, that was
really cool. It’s so pretty, and I had fun
with the team.
CL: How does this season compare to
other seasons?
CM: We haven’t done very well, yet,
but I think when it comes to the WAC
tournament, we’re going to be number
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one and get up there and win again.
So, we’ll just forget about pre-season
and just try and do good in the WAC.
CL: What are some goals for you
this season?
CM: Keep helping the team, and keep
scoring, rebounding, keep winning
and being the best team that we can
be and just have fun with it.
CL: What are some of the goals as a
team that you guys set for yourselves?
CM: Definitely to win the WAC
tournament, but just to keep going
game by game, getting better each
game, trying to win and just have fun.
Caylah may be reached at
clunning@su-spectator.com
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The Seattle University Womens
basketball team went down to
Riverside, California to face off
against California Baptist University.
The Redhawks fell 83-100 in the
road game.
The team played well in the first
three-quarters of the game, but
couldn’t keep up the momentum—a
common occurrence this season.
The team was up 71-62 at the end
of the third quarter, but after a strong
nine-point rally made by the Lancers,
the team wasn’t able to catch back up.
Senior Madeline Dopplick scored
a career-high of 19 points during the
game and the game was Junior Kamira
Sanders first game back after injury,
where she scored two free throws that
were instrumentaltokeeping the team
ahead in the first period.
Seattle U women’s basketball




Following a two-game road trip,
the Redhawks came back and
lost at home to California Baptist
University (CBU).
During the first half, Seattle
University held a strong lead due to
Anand Hundal and Terrel Brown’s
three triples in the first five minutes
of the game. Just before halftime,
CBU surged back and the Redhawks
lead was cut to 35-33. The secondhalf
proved difficult for the Redhawks as
CBU stormed back, barely missing, to
take the win.
Brown scored a game-high of 24
points for Seattle U, while Mattia Da
Campo played a season-high of 38
minutes. Da Campo finished with a
13-point, 13-rebound double-double,
the first of his career. Myles Carter
also contributed 12 points.
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will continue their season in an
away game on Feb. 9 against Utah
Valley University.
Trackand Field
This week the Redhawks Track and
Field team went to Washington State
University to compete in the Cougar
Indoor meet, where they finished
with a series of high rankings and
personal bests.
Redshirt Senior Caylah Lunning ran
the 200-meter dash in 26.22 seconds
to finish first in the event.
In the 800-meter, Junior Siobban
Rubio ran a 2:20.25 and First-year
Elle Postma posted a 2:20.30, earning
second and fourth respectively.
In the 4x400-meter relay race the
team of Lunning, Rubio, First-year
Nicole Golba and First-year Chloe
Deleissegues earned first place in the
race with a time of4:10.04.
The meet also saw a series of
personal records set including Golba,
Michelle Newblom, Tallia Sova, Renee
Track and Field
Trackand Field competed in atwo day
meet at Washington State University.
Senior, Ben Monk, competed in the
mile, earning a personal best and fifth
place with a time of 4:26.00.
Senior Cal Davidson-Turner also
placed fifth in the 3k event, while the
4x400-meter relay team composed
of First-years Isaiah Payne, Stewart
Keene, and Senior Alexandra
Carrasco, placed second with a time
of 3:31.31.
The Redhawks headed home
Saturday night with some great wins
under their belt; preparing them
for their 2019 Western Athletic
Conference (WAC) Championship
Meet in Nampa, Idaho at the end of
this month.
Tennis
Tennis took on Portland State
University last Sunday afternoon,
losing 6-1. The Redhawks are now to
0-3 this season.
Soliman, and Jami Tresselt each in
their respective events.
The teams next meet will be the




This week marked Seattle U’s first
win for the women’s tennis team out
in Walla Walla Washington against
Whitman College.
The team won 6-1 against Whitman
after an excellent showing in the
singles matches, winning five out of
six of them.
The team went on to play an away
match against Eastern Washington
Universitywhere they lost 6-1 against
the Eagles.
First-year Martina Asciuto won her
singles match 6-4, 7-5 and got the
Redhawks their only point of the day.
Lastly, the Redhawks achieved
victory over Lewis and Clark State
College this week with a whopping
7-0 sweep.
The next matches the team plays
Junior Adrian Sanabria scored
Seattle U’s only point with a 7-6,
6-2 victory.
Juniors Trenton Nield and Arshak
Ghazaryan both were able to make
it through three sets, but ultimately
lost the match to Portland State. In
the double’s matchups, Seattle U had
closer sets, but could not pull out the
victory in the end.
The Redhawks will face Puget Sound
UniversityFeb. 8.
Swimming
Seattle U Redhawks celebrated Senior
Day during their last regular season
meet. Seniors, Austin Barnard,
Mitchell Crossen, and Ian Keane were
all recognized for theirperformances
and contributions to the team.
Junior Greg Raper set a new pool
record at the Redhawk Center on
Saturday; clocking in with a 20.34
second 50-yard freestyle time.
Even with Raper’s new pool record,
the Redhawks took a loss to Simon-
will be an away game Feb. 8 against
Portland State.
Swimming
The women’s swim team competed
against Simon Fraser University,
losing 178-76.
The meet, Seattle U Swim’s senior
day, saw both Emily Gough and
Jenessa Schulte honored.
Sophomore Allison Plamondon
took first place in the 50-yard freestyle
in 23.71 seconds, the thirdbesttime in
Seattle U history in the event. She also
earned second place in the 100-yard
freestyle at 52.31 seconds.
In the 100-yard butterfly,
Sophomores Sherlyn Devadason and
Bryn Lasher finished second and
third, respectively.
The team will go on to compete next
week in the 2019 Western Athletic
Conference Championship.
The editormay be reached at
sports@su-spectator.com
Fraser, with a score of 124-137.
Sophomore Isaac Parker finished
close behind Raper in the 50 freestyle
with a time of 20.92 seconds, and
Senior Ian Keane took third. Ryan
Shaw, Neton, Raper, and Parker
competed together in the 200-yard
medley relay with a combined win of
1:33.08, winning gold.
The Redhawks will head to the
2019 WAC Championships, held in
Houston, Texas fromFeb. 27 —Mar. 2.
Kaela may be reached at
ktakei@su-spectator.com
RIDING IN THE RAIN: SU’S CYCLING CLUB
Nicole Golba
Staff Writer
Seattle, despite its constant drizzle, is
known as the most bike-friendly city
inthe country according to The Seattle
Times. At Seattle University, this is
no exception. Originally founded in
2011, the Cycling Club is officially up
and running for the start of2019. And
with winter competitions just around
the corner, the club and its members
have been preparing for a fun
season ahead.
Backtrack to 2011, when club
founderand national title holder Heidi
Franz created a cycling club which
quickly rose to popularity within the
Redhawk community. Having won
a total of five national titles from
2016 to 2017, Franz and the club
formulated a team with indisputable
talent and depth. However, once the
upperclassmen graduated the club
lost a great deal of members and
acknowledgement — until now.
SEATTLE SAYS FAREWELL TO THE VIADUCT WITH 8K AND BIKE RIDE
Myrea Mora
Staff Writer
Seattle said its final farewell to the
Alaskan Way Viaduct this past
weekend as a variety of events were
held that the community participated
in. The events were also a way for
locals to get a glimpse of the SR 99
Tunnelbefore its opening.
Saturday, Feb. 2, the farewell began
with an 8K run that anyone could
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A last goodbye to the viaduct by Seattle
cyclists.
Johnny Esteban, the president of
the cycling club, has been working to
spread awareness within the Seattle
U community since its revival this
past summer.
“I thought it’d be fun to bring back
the club and I knew a couple riders
still here,” Esteban said. “This year I’ve
been spending a lot of time getting
the word out. It’s a lot easier to keep
something going than it is to revive it”.
With pamphlets posted and weekly
meetings, the cycling club is on the
rise. Even more impressive maybe the
club’s current partnership. Metier, a
local bike retail service shop, has been
very involved* with the club and its
training program especially.
Todd Herriott, the founder of
Metier, has offered to host bi-weekly
training and informationalsessionsfor
the club. Being a former professional
rider and coach himself, Herriott has
an exceptional amount ofknowledge
to spread to the lucky members of
the club.
partake in after registering online.
Following the run was afree walking
tour. Seattle residents could get on
the viaduct and take advantage ofthe
view while festivities took place and
music was played. Individuals could
also sign up to view the tunnel before
it is opened for vehicle use.
Jessie Redden, an atendee of the
event, took this opportunity to spend
quality time with her family as she
frequently drove along the viaduct
and her family was sad that they
would no longer be able to appreciate
the breathtaking view.
“My daughter, husband, and I have
always loved the view driving on the
viaduct, and I was feeling nostalgic
about it, so I looked up any events
going on to say goodbye to it and I
found this,” Redden said.
On Sunday, Feb. 3, activities began
early, at 8 a.m. for anyone who wanted
to bike along the viaduct. Tickets
were $40 per cyclist and the route was
12.5 miles.
The shop’s mission revolves around
the rich culture of cycling and the
name itself translates to “a pursuit in
which a person excels”, Esteban has
no doubt the club will do nothing less
than just that.
Esteban explains how to prepare
for an intense season of cycling
competition when the Seattle drizzle
never really stops, especially during
the winter.
“Just because you’re trainingcycling,
it doesn’t mean you have tobe riding a
bike,” Esteban said.
Core and strength training provide
a base for a strong cyclist, and with
this the club has been preparing for an
exciting season ahead.
With meets as close asthe University
of Washington and as far as Montana,
the upcoming season looks to be a
good one.
Nicole may be reached at
ngolba@su-spectator.com
The meeting grounds for those
participating were located on 6th
Ave. N and Harrison Street—two
blocks east of the Space Needle.
From the meeting location, the route
continued to the tunnel where those
who signed up got the opportunity
to view it before it is opened to the
public. It then ended with a ride along
the viaduct.
Svetlana Titova, a biker who has
hiked for the last four years as a
personal extracurricular activity,
thought the event would be a
fun opportunity.
“It seemed like a cool opportunity
to be one of the first people in the
tunnel and the last on the viaduct,”
Titova said.
Cate Oliver, another biker, was
dressed in an 80s inspired outfit and
was eager to begin the ride with her
friends who were also dressed up and
ready to take on the route. Her outfit
sported bright colors and she wore
a neon pink wig to match her shorts
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which were worn over bright green
leggings.
“I’m thrilled to see the viaduct go
away because it’s been a hazard and
the only positive thing that goes on is
the beautiful view, so we get to enjoy it
one last time.”
Cyclists, runners, families, and
anyone who wanted to say farewell
to the viaduct had an amazing
opportunity to do so this weekend
and those who took advantage ofit left
their mark on the viaduct, which had
been open since 1953. Soon, locals
will be able to build new memories
with the SR 99 Tunnel.
Myrea may be reached at
mmora@su-spectator.com
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OPINION
WHEN WILL THE SOCIAL MEDIA CHALLENGES END?
The amount of internet challenges that have hit YouTube’s “most watched” list
is starting to get out of hand.
The first challenge that I ever did was in middle school, back in 2009. The
cinnamon challenge was thething to do and ifyou didn’t do it, then you weren’t
doing “the cool thing.”
During oneofmyafter-schooladventureswith afew ofmy friends, we decided
to try it out. The burning sensation when you tried swallowing the cinnamon
down your throat, was unbearable. The cinnamon clogged your throat, making
it impossible to swallow, there was no choice but to cough it up all over my
friends.
After doing the cinnamon challenge, I thought the thrill was amazing and
it gave us all a good laugh at the time. Just like other challenges, the hype
of the challenge lasted about two weeks before everyone moved on with
their lives.
Now, this was before posting challenges on the internet was the new norm.
This challenge was backwhen Myspace was the only form of social media outlet
there was. When everyone was decorating their profile, choosing their “top
10 friends list” and picking your favorite Lady Gaga song to play every time
someone viewed your profile.
Fast forward a couple of years to the Harlem Shake. This challenge I believe
was the start to posting challenges on social media. I remember posting our
app edited video onto Facebook for my friends to see and to show them that
I was with the times and was keeping up with the latest social media trends.
This was one of the less harmful challenges, as everyone dressed up in weird
clothing and acted like they were going on with their normal lives, until the bass
dropped, and everyone did their weird dance.
As time continued to evolve, these social media challenges got weirder and
more dangerous. I mean one weird challenge was everyone obsession withKylie
Jenner’s surgically enhanced lips.
This trend involvedpeople to putasmall glass, suchas ashot glassover theirlips
and suckthe airout. Aftera coupleminutes whenthe smallglass wasready tocome
off, theirlips were five timesthe size,as iftheyhad justgot stungbyabee andhad an
allergic reaction.
After their allergic reaction lips were created, people would take it to social
media, by posting side by side pictures oftheir “new” lips and Kylie Jenner.
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Now, let’s not forget aboutTide Pods. I have no ideahow or why this challenge
was created. But the GEN-X generation was all over that challenge. Teenagers
would put the laundry detergent in theirmouth and tried to eat it? This challenge
was extremely dangerous as the chemicals within the laundry detergent were
created to get the stains out of clothes. These chemicals were harmful on the
human body, but teenagers lovedthe chicken nugget shaped laundry detergent.
This challenge got so out of hand that the Tide Pod company threatened to
remove the product from the shelves ofgrocery stores. They even had famous
National Football League (NFL) tight end Rob Gronkowski take it to our TV
commercials to tell us all that they are not meant to be eaten.
Last but not least, the newest/dangerous social media challenge, the Bird
Box challenge. By now, majority of the population has seen the movie Bird
Box starring Sandra Bullock. The movie is pretty much about how they have
to blindfold themselves or cover up their houses and cars to protect them from
the unknown demon that brainwashes you to commit suicide, or to help this
unknown demon unblindfoldother civilians.
The socialmedia challenge startedoffsomewhatharmful as people blindfolded
themselves and tried to do chores around their house. However, in order for
people to gain more social media attention, they needed to stand out from
the rest.
People began blindfolding themselves and driving. This would cause car
accidents and putting other people in danger. Now, I understand blindfolding
yourself and trying to certain tasks around the house, but driving? Society
and their social media challenges are beginning to reach a whole other level of
endangering not only yourself, but other people.
Now a days, society is caught up in trying to get the greatest number of likes.
We think that the more likes or views we get, the cooler we are. Social media
isconsuming us and its beginning to get out ofhand. What started as a simple
middle school challenge that made us all laugh, turned into challenges that
force us to hurt ourselves, so people we don’t even know can get a good laugh.





Q* Hey Mama, Ifeel really overworkedat myjob. I’m• supposed to only be part-time, but they’repushing me
to the legal limit, like 30+ hours. What do I do?
A Unfortunately, it’s completely legal for them to give• you lots of hours, unless it was in your hiring contract
* thatyou would only worka maximum of, say, 20 hours.
If you’re going above the legal limit for part-time or they’re
breaking contract, you can totally take legal action. That said..
you’re probably a student, and that can be really expensive and
time consuming. If I was you, I’d honestly just give my two
weeks notice and find an on-campus job.
QHowdo I beat the world record egg as the most liked* IGpost ever? I need inspiration please?!!!#
- IG Wannabe
A Hey IG Wannabe,• To me, the egg beat Kylie Jenner so quickly because
* of a few factors: A) the complete randomness of the
subject, which appealed to the youth, B) lots of people don’t
like the Kardashian-Jenners, giving further incentive to beat
the Stormi picture, and C), the creator of the egg is a marketing
professional. With registration coming up, I suggest enrolling
in some marketing and advertising classes to learn some social
media tricks ;) Good luck!
Q% My boyfriend andI are long distance and although• FaceTime dinner dates arefine, I want to do
something special to mix it up. Any ideas?
A9 Hi! Good on you for sticking it out long distance, my
• boyfriend and I did it for two years before he graduated
school. Some special things you could do are send a
gift or deliver food to his apartment as a surprise, watch movies
together, or trying a new thing like playing video games
together. Most importantly, it’s about setting time aside for
each other, and continuing to do little romantic gestures like
you would want IRL. Good luck with everything!
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